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The Holden Commodore (VX) try a full size car which was produced by the Australian manufacturer Holden
from 2000 to 2002. It was the next version associated with 3rd generation of the Australian made design.
VX Commodore Â« Repair Manual
The Holden Torana is a mid-sized car manufactured by Holden from 1967 to 1980. The name comes from an
Aboriginal word meaning "to fly". The original HB series Torana was released in 1967 and was a four-cylinder
compact vehicle closely based on the British Vauxhall Viva HB series of 1966 - 1970.
Holden Torana - Wikipedia
Beginning. In 1901, 20-year-old William S. Harley drew up plans for a small engine with a displacement of
7.07 cubic inches (116 cc) and four-inch (102 mm) flywheels. The engine was designed for use in a regular
pedal-bicycle frame. Over the next two years, Harley and his childhood friend Arthur Davidson worked on
their motor-bicycle using the northside Milwaukee machine shop at the home of ...
Harley-Davidson - Wikipedia
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